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The use of a fiberglass resin material to make castings of mole cricket tunnels has helped
differentiate between the behavior of the two species, the tawny mole cricket, *Scapteriscus vicinus*,
and the southern mole cricket *S. borellii*. The behavioral differences provide insight into the
differences observed in damage and the success of specific management approaches. The placement
of fungal pathogens in the soil may influence the effectiveness of the product. The avoidance
behavior observed appears to be an evolutionary adaptation to avoid high concentrations of
pathogens.

Much of the research activity this year involved analysis of data and manuscript preparation.
The current tally of research publications in print or under review associated with this research
project includes fifteen refereed publications. Several other trade journal articles have also been
developed as a result of the research findings from this project.
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The final phase of this project has focused primarily on two critical components of mole cricket ecology that have direct implications on mole cricket management. Field studies in North Carolina continued efforts to differentiate ecological aspects of behavior for the tawny mole cricket (Scapteriscus vicinus Scudder) and the southern mole cricket (S. borellii Giglio-Tos). Laboratory studies in New York investigated the mechanism involved in the repellency to biological control agents.

FIELD STUDIES: Based upon previous studies initiated within the context of this overall project the use of fiberglass resin to develop Acastings= of tawny mole crickets was further utilized. These castings revealed a consistent pattern of AY= shaped tunnels which paralleled results from radiograph laboratory studies. However, radiograph studies on the southern mole crickets indicated a different tunneling pattern. Based upon our knowledge of the feeding habits it was not unexpected to see variation in tunneling structure. Since the use of the fiberglass resin Atraps= the cricket within the casting, identification of the species responsible for the tunnel was simplified.

Turf areas were selected that were infested with both tawny and southern mole crickets. Fiberglass resin castings were made from a large number of tunnels created by large nymphs and adults. Once the castings had hardened the structures were dug from the soil. The mole cricket is typically trapped in the casting and this permits identification of cricket species. The tunnel
structures were classified by vertical and horizontal branching and total tunnel length.

Results indicate southern mole cricket tunneling in the field do not produce the typical AY-shaped tunnel so typically observed in the tawny crickets. The tunnels from the southern mole cricket represented a pattern that appeared to be more random. This is indicative of a pest that searches for food as a predator rather than as a root-feeder. These studies that help us further understand the concerns over differential species responses to insecticides. While we have documented through previous studies that some direct differences in cricket susceptibility exist, it is apparent that behavior may also affect differences in control.

LABORATORY STUDIES: The findings of avoidance behavior in mole crickets suggest that placement of fungal pathogens in the soil profile may influence the effectiveness of a product to control mole cricket damage to turf. The avoidance response seen in these experiments may be evidence of an evolutionary adaptation to avoid infected insects and areas of soil with high concentrations of fungal spores. Avoidance behavior may explain the inconsistent results found in the field with high doses and surface applications of fungal pathogens. Subsurface applications of fungal pathogens may lengthen the time a pathogen remains viable compared to pathogen survival after surface application.

OTHER RESEARCH (PUBLICATIONS): Also included in this report is a listing of refereed publications resulting in part from USGA funding. The citations include publications already published, in press, under review and those in preparation. Data analysis and manuscript preparation comprised a significant portion of the time devoted to this project in its final phase. Several trade journal articles were also written focusing on the timely delivery of relevant problem-solving research information developed as a result of this research project.
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